
Every women is UNIQUE,

And from today, so is her treatment

A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE

‘……customise each treatment with INFUSION’



Universal cream base that acts as a catalyst for the Infusion concentrates.What is it?

How is it used?

use only with Infusion concentrates don’t use alone

What are

its special

ingredients?

Redoxina 2.0: complex containing hyaluronic acid and plant keratin. Makes hair stronger and
healthy, with a time control effect.

Panthenol: not only ensures long-lasting hydration but prevents and reduces damage caused
by atmospheric agents or by use of a hot hairdryer or straightening plate.

Liposomes: Lecithin-based liposomes that create a complex with the actives of the concen-

How many

applications?

trates to guarantee optimal delivery onto the hair.

1 application per 5+5 ml.

Perfect for: • Those who want a unique customised treatment.

UNIQUE CUSTOMISED TREATMENT

Universal Cream Base

INFUSION

Three concentrates with three specific actions that intensify and make every care

treatment unique. Infinite possibilities for customizing salon treatments.



• Those who want a unique customised treatment.

What is it?

How is it used?

Nourishing concentrate. Leaves hair extremely soft and combable.

With Universal Cream Base

With any Elgon mask or Elgon conditioner

don’t use alone

What are

its special

ingredients?

Plant keratin: repairs damage. Increases the hair’s strength and suppleness, also improving
combability (controls the hair and makes it easier to comb).

Ceramides: contained in Yuzu extract, ceramides are lipids that help to repair damaged hair;
they work to restore the correct water balance and have a protective action, promoting the re-
newal of the hair structure and adding shine.

How many

applications?

Perfect for:

Silicones: give shine to the hair.

About 25-30 applications per 100 ml.

• Dry, coarse, damaged, fragile hair that need nourishment;

UNIQUE CUSTOMISED TREATMENT

Damaged hair

Supreme Nourishment

INFUSION

Three concentrates with three specific actions that intensify and make every care

treatment unique. Infinite possibilities for customizing salon treatments.



About 25-30 applications per 100 ml

UNIQUE CUSTOMISED TREATMENT

Dull hair

Supreme Brilliance

INFUSION

Three concentrates with three specific actions that intensify and make every care

treatment unique. Infinite possibilities for customizing salon treatments.

What is it?

How is it used?

With any Elgon mask or Elgon conditioner

What are

its special

ingredients?

Modified silicones: improve combability and brightness. The hair looks healthier and shinier.

How many

applications?

Perfect for:

Shine boosting concentrate for dull, lack-luster or bleached hair. Gives hair immediate

added brilliance.

With Universal Cream Base

• Dull, lack-luster or bleached hair;

• Those who want a unique customised treatment.

don’t use alone

Plant keratin: repairs damage. Increases the hair’s strength and suppleness, also improving

combability (controls the hair and makes it easier to comb).

Witch-hazel extract: anti-oxidant effect.



What is it?

How is it used?

What are

its special

ingredients?

How many

applications?

Perfect for:

UNIQUE CUSTOMISED TREATMENT

Fine hair

Supreme Density

INFUSION

Three concentrates with three specific actions that intensify and make every care

treatment unique. Infinite possibilities for customizing salon treatments.

Densifying concentrate for fine, thin or limp hair. Hair feels thicker and denser.

With Universal Cream Base

With any Elgon mask or Elgon conditioner

• Fine, thin or limp hair;

• Those who want a unique customised treatment.

Plant keratin: repairs damage. Increases the hair’s strength and suppleness, also improving
combability (controls the hair and makes it easier to comb).

Acacia Collagen: hydrating, film-generating action, adds body to the hair.

Filling polymer: remains on the hair and makes it fuller, without a build-up effect.

About 25-30 applications per 100 ml.

don’t use alone


